Monrovia, Liberia September 13, 2018: Over 23 radio stations in Region Two of the three FM
regions across Liberia are expected to be appraised by regulatory officers and spectrum
engineers of the Liberia Telecommunications Authority (LTA), who are embarking on the second
phase of a nation-wide fact finding mission this weekend.
Region Two comprises Lofa, Bong and Nimba counties.
The LTA team would be seeking to assess and determine the operational status of radio stations
in the area and subsequently proffer remedial regulatory measures that would compel
compliance with the Telecommunications Law of 2007 where it is deemed necessary.
Recently, the first phase of the country-wide assessment of FM Region One which comprises
Rivercess, Sinoe, Grand Kru, Maryland, River Gee and Grand Gedeh counties was successfully
completed.
Information obtained from the exercises is been placed in LTA’s data base of radio stations
officially licensed to operate in Liberia.
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Signed: E. Blamo Robinson/Communication Officer/LTA

For print
Monrovia, Liberia September 13, 2018:
Over 25 radio stations in Region Two of the three
FM regions across Liberia are expected to be appraised by regulatory officers and spectrum
engineers of the Liberia Telecommunications Authority (LTA) who are embarking on the second
phase of a nation-wide fact finding mission this weekend.
Region Two comprises Lofa, Bong and Nimba counties.
The LTA team would be seeking to assess and determine the operational status of radio stations
in the area and subsequently proffer remedial regulatory measures that would compel
compliance with the Telecommunications Law of 2007 where it is deemed necessary.
Recently, the first phase of the country-wide assessment of FM Region One which comprises
Rivercess, Sinoe, Grand Kru, Maryland, River Gee and Grand Gedeh counties was successfully
completed.
Information obtained from the exercises would be placed in LTA’s data base of radio stations
officially licensed to operate in Liberia.
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Signed: E. Blamo Robinson/Communication Officer/LTA

